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Plastimo  Cool-N-Dry  Dorade  Box  Vents
Plastimo Cool-N-Dry dorade vents allow continuous 
ventilation when sailing or moored, whilst ensuring 
the boat remains dry, even in bad weather.
No water entry through the vents thanks to the 
patented Plastimo spring damper shut-off system 
which closes automatically in the event of heavy 
rain or a strong wave over the deck.
Can be closed manually by simple finger pressure.
Rugged weatherproof construction - flexible PVC 
vent with plastic dorade box - both UV treated.
86mm diameter internal air flow.
The dorade box is 200mm diameter on deck.

RWB8230 Low profile cowl vent with dorade box
RWB8231 High profile cowl vent with dorade box

RWB8232 Spare low profile cowl vent only
RWB8233 Spare high profile cowl vent only

Plastimo  Large  Dorade  Box  Vent
The Plastimo dorade box vent allows continuous 
ventilation when sailing or moored, even in bad 
weather, whilst ensuring the boat remains dry.
The dorade box is made from rigid plastic with a 
large low profile soft flexible PVC vent - both are 
UV treated for long life.
It is also supplied with a deck screw-on cover, 
a screw storm cap, a female cut-out sleeve and 
male deck head protection sleeve to give an 
attractive interior finish to the cabin.

Dorade box : 335mm length x 200mm width
Height : 205mm inc vent .   Air flow dia 80mm
Cut-out 90mm.    Max deck thickness 60mm

RWB8234 Large dorade box with flexible cowl vent
RWB8239 Spare flexible cowl vent only

Plastimo  Standard  Style  Cowl  Vents
Plastimo have 40 years experience in PVC dip 
moulding which is used to manufacture these flexible 
cowl vents.  The most prestigious boatbuilders trust 
Plastimo ventilators for their consistent high quality
smooth and glossy cowls, UV resistance and easy 
mounting features.
Each vent includes the flexible cowl, the deck plate 
base and a watertight sealing cover.  RWB8238 
pushes onto the base - the rest screw onto the base.

RWB8238 Small low profile flexible cowl vent
 170mm W x 90mm H x 75mm cut-out
RWB8239 Large low profile flexible cowl vent
 190mm W x 90mm H x 90mm cut-out
RWB8240 Large high profile flexible cowl vent
 140mm W x 235mm H x 90mm cut-out
RWB8241 Extra large high profile flexible cowl vent
 200mm W x 300mm H x 120mm cut-outRWB8241RWB8240

RWB8239RWB8238

Heavy rain or a strong wave (2) As water evacuates (3) the
shuts off the damper temporarily, damper lifts automatically,
preventing any water intrusion to allow air circulation again

Plastimo  Flexible  Cowl  Ventilators
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